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Snapchat driving

 
of clicks and 
Instagram having a 

more efficient CPM  
than portfolio average

Incredible increase in 
impressions and  
exceeded the goals set 
out at the start of the 
campaign by nearly

Generating a

higher CTR than 
portfolio CTR average

Instagram’s Awareness 
campaign had a

more efficient CPM 
than portfolio  
average and a 

more efficient CPM 
than enterprise 
average

Hilton is in the sleep business. 
But we’re wide awake. 

IT ALL STARTED 
WITH OUR 
BRIGHT NEW 
LOGO.

The rainbow is the most widely recognized LGBTQ+ 
symbol in the world. So, we thought long and hard not 
only about what the rainbow symbolizes, but what it 
actually is—light, the whole spectrum, broken down into 
its component colors—which got us thinking about the 
Hilton mission, “to fill the earth with the light and warmth 
of hospitality.” Mulling over this organic connection, 
we were most moved by the notion that while light can 
indeed shine as any of the individual colors of the rainbow, 
the brightest lights that spread the most warmth—like 
our life-giving sun—contain the entire spectrum, no lines 
or arbitrary borders, all colors shine as one. Thus was the 
inspiration for our new Hilton Pride gradient logo—a more 
inclusive rainbow; light sans boundaries. We felt it better 
championed the oneness in the kind of light that Hilton 
has always endeavored to spread.

• Support the  
LGBTQ+ Community 

• Increase Awareness &  
Consideration of 
Hilton  

• Drive direct bookings

• LGBTQ+ Community 

• Geo-Interest & Fencing 
Targeting Around Pride 
Parade Locations 

• Keyword, Interest, and 
TV Targeting

June 1 – June 30
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OBJECTIVES FLIGHT DATES TARGETING

PRIDE  
LANDING PAGE

We created a beautiful and welcoming digital 
home base to both explain the significance 
of our new Hilton Pride logo and to give our 
LGBTQ+ guests for Pride month with our 
Long Weekend offer for Pride month (stay 
3 nights, get 50% off Sundays). Recognizing 
the importance of authenticity, we aimed to 
show that our money is where our mouth is 
by showcasing Hilton’s robust track record 
of diversity, inclusion and LGBTQ+ friendly 
company policies and efforts.
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CLICK HERE TO SEE IT LIVE

MEDIA PLACEMENT
STRATEGY

HOW WE CAPTURED THE LGBTQ+ AUDIENCE

Symbolizes the reinvention of the brand,  bringing a 
legend in luxury into a more modern age.

• Mobile-first
• Mutually supportive
• Career-focused
• Status-conscious
• Adventurous
• Travel-oriented
• Open-minded, outspoken

Our goal was to connect with the LGBTQ+ 
community in meaningful, authentic ways by 
utilizing the mass reach and organic engagement 
opportunities afforded by social media and 
progressive content platforms. And to drive 
optimal efficiency and maximum awareness, we 
laser-focused our messaging to relevant audiences 
and interests through geo-targeted, city-specific 
ads to Pride parade locations. We used messaging 
that was authentic yet generic in order to 
capitalize on broader US reach through overall 
Pride interest segments.
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O1 PREMIUM CONTENT

O3 DATING APPS

O5 PAID SOCIAL

O6 PAID SOCIAL

O7 PAID SOCIAL

The Huffington Post
Strategy and Tactics

We capitalized on the long-standing loyalty and trust for Huffington 
Post’s LGBTQ+-related content by surrounding high indexing 
and premium content to inspire organic connections during key 
timeframes. The aim was to prime lower-funnel connections through 
such tactics as road-blocking Huffington Post’s LGBTQ+-related 
landing pages and Queer Voices content on the highest trafficked 
days in June, which resulted in 10 days of 100% Hilton share-of-voice 
media across high-impact articles and content.

Results

• 2MM Impressions in 10 days, 60% above the 1.33MM goal

• Over 1,300 clicks-to-site in 10 days, at 0.07% CTR – exceeding 
Huffington Post’s CTR benchmark goal by 127%

Tinder
Strategy and Tactics

To support the broader LGBTQ+ community’s passion for growing their 
social circle and finding their soulmates in this key social environment, 
we drove rapid awareness via high reach and frequency, proving our 
support through geo-targeted native display and native video swipe 
cards to LGBTQ+ audience members in key geographic locations, 
including: New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles, Denver, D.C., Houston, 
Boston, San Francisco, Settle, Portland, New Orleans, Salt Lake City 
and Austin. 

Results

• With the enterprise’s first ever  
dating app execution, this media garnered 4,330,267 impressions and 
311,385 engagements–a 7% engagement rate – proving Hilton’s support 
struck a chord, landing on the high end of Tinder’s 4-8% benchmark

• Our 4.33MM impressions exceeded Tinder impression goals by more than 
10% of the plan, which held the goal of 3.93MM overall impressions

• Exceeded the frequency goal of 6x to 6.19x

Facebook & Instagram
Strategy and Tactics

To drive optimal efficiency and maximum awareness we focused 
traffic objectives on Facebook and the awareness campaigns on 
Instagram, and targeted only relevant audiences through  
geo-targeted placements for city-specific messaging during  
Pride parade events.

Results
• The optimized placement traffic campaign had a 206% 

higher CTR than portfolio average (0.98% vs. 0.32%)

• Started the month with a traffic campaign on Instagram, but 
reallocated spend to the optimized placements traffic campaign 
as it had a 444% stronger CTR than Instagram alone

• The Instagram awareness campaign had a 198% more 
efficient CPM than portfolio average ($2.37 vs. $7.27)

• Surprisingly, the geographic travel interest targeting outperformed the Pride 
interest targeting in the site traffic campaign by 14.6% (1.02% CTR vs 9.89% CTR)

O2 DIGITAL RADIO

O4 INFLUENCERS

Spotify
Strategy and Tactics

To ramp up awareness and drive engagement we supplemented 
content efforts with geo-targeted radio that shared the sounds of 
Pride through highly contextualized premium inventory throughout 
our audience’s Pride celebrations. This was accomplished by targeting 
1st and 3rd party LGBTQ+ Spotify audience members in key cities, 
high-indexing LGBTQ+ playlists, and engaging them with Audio 
Banner ads, doing A/B testing between the top-most mobile banners.

Results

• Garnered a 0.05 CTR, 25% above benchmark

• Users between the ages of 18-24 were most engaged with the Hilton 
Pride messaging, generating a 0.08% CTR, 60% above benchmark

• Parents, travelers, tech early-adopters, mothers and fitness 
enthusiasts were the top engaged audiences

• Users were more engaged on the go, with a 0.08% CTR on mobile devices

• 2.9MM impressions delivered, exceeding impression goal by 29% 

Snapchat 
Strategy and Tactics

To drive optimal efficiency and maximum awareness, we allocated 70% 
of our Snap spend to Snapchat ads to focus on site traffic and 30% to 
audience filters to focus on awareness. We also targeted only relevant 
audiences by geo-targeting the audience filter and Snapchat ads  
around cities hosting Pride parades throughout the weekend.

Results

• The audience filter garnered 2,786,203 impressions throughout 
the flights, with a $5.71 CPM. This CPM is 36% more efficient 
than the Portfolio average ($5.71 vs. $8.87)

• The Snapchat ads had a 0.97% CTR, which is 203% higher 
than the portfolio average (0.97% vs. .32%)

PopularPays
Strategy and Tactics

We leveraged trusted voices in the LGBTQ+ community to scale 
awareness against a defined audience across Pride festivities in  
major markets. Influencers included: Joel Moore, Janine Tollady, 
Danielle Cooper, Marco Arrieta, Andrew Keenan-Bolger, Destiney 
Green, Ginger Lu, Justin Moore and Jeremy Moore.

Results

• As the enterprise’ first ever LGBTQ+ influencer campaign,  
we proved Hilton as a proud and hospitable brand with over 
1.56MM LGBTQ+ members observing our support

• 54.6k total likes, 4.5k average likes per post

• 719 total comments, 59 average comments per post

• 12 Instagram stories, 5.81% average click-thru rate

• 9 total creators/influencers

Seattle
Portland
New Orleans
Salt Lake City
Austin
Buenos Aires
...TBD

Capital sponsor
for DC Capital 
Pride Alliance

Gold level sponsor
for NYC Pride

New York City
Chicago
Los Angeles
Denver
Washington, DC
Houston
Boston
San Francisco
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World
PRIDE ACTIVATION 

AROUND THE
JUNE 2018

67%
30%

206% 198%

207%198%

813,034 visits and 
765,461 visitors in 
the month of June

CREATIVE AGENCY: Hilton Creative Studio
CREATIVE/ART DIRECTION: Sachie Kohlman

COPY WRITER: Jacob McCafferty

DESIGNER: Liz Chmura

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE: Bri West

MARKETING MANAGER: Herald Alvarez

PARTNERED WITH:

Twitter
Strategy and Tactics

We drove maximum awareness & engagement through geo-targeted 
conversation ads during Pride parades around hosting cities 
throughout the weekend, while layering in Pride Interests, and TV 
targeting for “the branded moment:”

• Followers: @pride_site, @GLAAD, @TheEllenShow,  
@hrc, @out_magazine, etc.

• Keywords: #loveislove, #lovewins, #pride2018

• TV Targeting: Queer Eye,The Ellen Show

Results
• With the enterprise’s first ever branded moment on Twitter,  

“the moment” garnered 3,918,887 impressions in 10 days

• With a 1.16% engagement rate, the conversational cards not only  
encouraged engagements, but also served close to 4.5 MM impressions

WE SHOWED THE WORLD 
 THAT OUR HOSPITALITY

INCLUDES EVERYONE. 

http://hiltonhonors3.hilton.com/en/offers/100113069.htm

